The ANSUL® K-GUARD (Class K) Fire Extinguisher is designed specifically to fight some of the toughest fires—hot greases and cooking oils in kitchens and food-prep areas. This current extinguisher model includes an increased Class-A rating from 1-A:K to 2-A:K. The K-GUARD fire extinguisher features a simple design and easy maintenance while meeting NFPA standards.

**Fight the Toughest Fires**

Newer, more efficient cooking appliances, plus the use of non-saturated cooking oils, require the effective liquid agent contained in the K-GUARD fire extinguisher. ANSULEX Low pH Liquid Fire Suppressant is a specially-formulated aqueous solution that quickly knocks down flames, forms a vapor-securing blanket and provides a cooling effect that aids in the suppression and securement of hot cooking fuel fires. The ANSULEX agent is used in both the K-GUARD fire extinguisher and R-102 restaurant fire suppression system.

The K-GUARD fire extinguisher is the ideal fire protection choice in the kitchen and food-prep areas of restaurants, convenience stores, food courts, hospitals and school cafeterias.

**Choose a Top-Rated Product**

Get the best of both worlds with K-GUARD extinguishers—a product that meets tough standards while complementing even the best kitchen designs with its polished stainless steel finish. These extinguishers are 2-A:K rated to meet requirements for occupancy and kitchens per NFPA 10, Standard for Portable Fire Extinguishers. The K-GUARD extinguisher also meets the requirements of UL Standard 8 and Standard 711 and of ULC Standard S554.
Outstanding Features, Ideal Choice
The K-GUARD fire extinguisher is constructed of high quality materials, including a stainless steel shell, tube and strainer, and has an effective discharge range of approximately 10 feet (3.1 m). It features a “universal” hose and nozzle configuration, along with a valve and tube assembly, resulting in easy maintenance for all current and previous K-GUARD model extinguishers. The extinguisher contains 1.6 gallons (6 L) of ANSULEX Low pH agent which is gentler on stainless steel appliances and is approved for operation in environments with temperatures from -20 °F to 120 °F (-29 °C to 49 °C). Additionally, bi-lingual pictogram nameplates and bold caution statements help to ensure employees understand how to operate the extinguisher in a fire emergency. The K-GUARD extinguisher is warranted for six years from date of delivery to the original end-user purchaser.

The Ultimate Fire Suppression Solution
The ANSUL brand promises a full range of quality fire protection solutions — from automatic detection and suppression systems to a complete line of wheeled and hand portable fire extinguishers and more. Plus, our extensive network of Authorized ANSUL Distributors provides factory-trained professionals to serve our customers virtually anywhere in the world.

A Passion for Protection
Dedicated customer support. Extensive product portfolio. Engineering excellence. Trusted, proven brands. Johnson Controls offers all of these attributes, plus a passion for protection. It’s what drives us to create solutions to help safeguard what matters most – your valued people, property and business.

APPLICATIONS FOR K-GUARD FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Restaurants
Cafeterias
Convenience stores
Food courts
Hospitals
Hotels
Schools